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That was when they made the ghetto....  We went to live  with an aunt of  ours who
gave us  just a corner from  her bedroom. We  just had enough  space to put in one 
bed and a little  cot. We didn't have  a hiding place, and  that was really the  most
important  thing. But people  started to prepare  and make hiding  places knowing
that  there was going to be a killing.  Above: The symbol of a Holocaust survivor, on
Ri? chie's gravestone In the Jewish cemetery overlook? ing Sydney.  The Richie and
Anna Blufarb family, with sons Vladimir, Benjamin, and Fred.  As we were  looking 
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FAX 902-567-0525  through the window, there was a fence where they separated
the ghetto from the place where the Polish and Ukrainian people were living. I could
see the German soldiers jumping over the fence. And I said, "Oh gosh, they're
coming in, there'll be a kill? ing." So we have to go hide, and we had no hiding
place. And my - aunt- -they had made in the basement a hiding place, but it was
very small. Only enough for them. So they didn't want to let us in. But once we
(saw) where they were going....  One of the rooms where my aunt lived-- and she
had a son-- they dug out an en? trance to the base? ment. It was like a brick stove
where they were cooking, and it was just a  small piece on the side where they kept
kindling, wood...and you took all this wood out. And I'm telling you that they made a
trap door. We were going into that basement. The basement was just ground. Just
earth. And the way they fixed it for themselves--they made from the ground
something that looked like a bench. You could sit in there. There was a little bit
lower dug so you could put your feet down.  And there was a small baby there. A
newborn baby. It was my cousin's baby. They gave  Overlooking the Margaree
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